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1 Outline and Motivation

In this lecture, we will introduce the st-Connectivity Problem. st-Connectivity is a fundamental
problem that, in a formal sense, captures the notion of space bounded computation.

The st-Connectivity Problem asks: given a graph G and two vertices s and t, is there a path
from s to t? In directed graphs, this is a question about reachability and can also be framed in
terms of topological ordering. In undirected graphs, the question simply asks if s and t are in the
same connected component. There is a simple randomized algorithm that solves st-Connectivity
on undirected graphs.

Random-Walk st-Connectivity:
On input (G, s, t):

• Let u← s; repeat for T = poly(n) steps:

– Let v ← choose a random neighbor of u

– if v = t, accept

– u← v

• reject

Importantly, because we only need to store the names of a constant number of vertices and count
a polynomial number of steps, this randomized algorithm runs in logspace.

To prove the correctness of this algorithm, we need to understand properties of random walks on
graphs. Why, for instance, should a random walk from s reach t in only a polynomial number of
steps? This question can be answered by framing the combinatorial operation of taking a random
walk on a graph as the linear algebraic operation of repeatedly applying a matrix to a vector. To
establish this connection formally, we will survey the basics of spectral graph theory, a lens that will
be useful throughout the rest of our study of pseudorandomness.
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2 Random Walks on Graphs

To understand the performance of the Random-Walk st-Connectivity algorithm, we will develop
a more general theory of random walks on graphs. Clearly, if s and t are not connected in G, then
we will always reject. If s and t are connected, we want to understand how many steps we need to
take before a random walk will reach t from s with good probability. Given a graph G, we define
the hitting time h(G) as

h(G) = max
i,j∈V

min {T : Pr[ a random walk from i reaches j in at most T steps] ≥ 1/2} .

Bounding the hitting time of undirected graphs on n vertices immediately proves the correctness
of the Random-Walk st-Connectivity algorithm. Thus, our goal will be to prove that h(G) ≤
poly(n).

In what follows, it will be convenient to work with multigraphs, where parallel edges and self-loops
may exist (though we will typically just say “graphs”). We define the random walk matrix M as

Mij =

{
eij
di

ij ∈ E
0 ij 6∈ E

where eij is the number of edges running from i to j. Note that this class of random walk matrices
is a special case of the class of stochastic matrices – nonnegative matrices where each row sums to
1. Given an n× n stochastic matrix M , we can define a random process over the states [n], where
the probability of transitioning from state i to j is given by Mij . To connect this matrix to the
random walk algorithm, suppose we start a random walk at s. What is the probability that we
reach t in 1 step? in 2 steps? in T steps? Consider the vector es, the standard basis row vector
with 1 in the coordinate corresponding to vertex s. Then, the probability that s reaches vertex i
in exactly T steps is given by

(esM
T )i

for all T ≥ 0. Generally, note that stochastic matrices map probability vectors to probability
vectors. We will be interested in the limiting behavior of esM

T , which we call the stationary
probability distribution.

2.1 The Stationary Distribution

We begin our discussion of stationary distributions of random walks with a convenient definition.
We say that a graph is d-regular if every vertex has d incident edges. Studying d-regular graphs
will simplify the analysis of the random-walk; further, in our analysis, bounding the hitting time
of d-regular graphs will be without loss of generality. We can always add self-loops to a graph to
make it regular, and this will only slow down the hitting time. We will additionally assume that
every node has at least one self-loop. This amounts to taking a lazy random walk and simplifies
the analysis by guaranteeing convergence.

d-regular graphs are convenient in our study of hitting time because their stationary distribution
is the uniform distribution. We will use u = 1

n
~1 to denote the vector that represents the uniform

distribution over the vertices [n].
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Claim 2.1. Suppose G is d-regular with self-loops and connected. For all v ≥ 0 such that ‖v‖1 = 1,

lim
T→+∞

vMT = u.

Further, this convergence to the uniform distribution is fast.

Claim 2.2. Suppose G is d-regular with self-loops and connected. For T = O(d2n2 ln 1
ε ), for all

v ≥ 0 such that ‖v‖1 = 1, and for all i ∈ [n]∣∣∣∣ 1n − (vMT )i

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε.
We will prove these claims next, but first, let’s see why they imply that the algorithm runs efficiently.

Corollary 2.1. For every d-regular graph G, h(G) ≤ O(d2n3 lnn).

Proof. Let i, j ∈ V be arbitrary vertices. By Claim 2.2, after O(d2n2 ln(2n)) steps, the probability
that a random walk starting at vertex i will end at vertex j is at least 1/2n. Otherwise, we are at
a new arbitrary vertex i′ and continue randomly searching for j. If we repeat such a random walk
2n times, the probability that none of the walks hit j is at most(

1− 1

2n

)2n

≤ e−1 ≤ 1/2.

2.2 Eigenvectors, Eigenvalues, and Convergence

Now, we turn to proving Claims 2.1 and 2.2.

Recall, we say a vector v is an eigenvector of M with eigenvalue λ if

vM = λv.

Because we are focusing on d-regular undirected graphs, the random walk matrix M is symmetric.
In particular, this means we can denote the n eigenvalues as λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . , λn ∈ R, with corre-
sponding eigenvectors x1, x2, . . . , xn. We can also rely on the variational definition of eigenvalues.

λ1 = max
x:‖x‖=1

〈xM, x〉.

Further, the x that realizes this eigenvalue is an eigenvector x1. More generally,

λk = max
x:‖x‖=1

x⊥{x1,...,xk−1}

〈xM, x〉.

The first step will be to show that u = 1
n
~1 is the top eigenvector of the random walk matrix

associated with any d-regular graph.
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Lemma 2.1. u is an eigenvector of M with eigenvalue 1.

Proof. (uM)i =
(

1
n
~1M

)
i

=
∑

j∼i

eij
d

n = 1
n = ui.

Lemma 2.2. For the random walk matrix M , |λi| ≤ 1 for all i ∈ [n].

Proof. Let xi? be the entry in x of maximum magnitude. Because M is a symmetric stochastic
matrix,

∑
i∼jMij = 1. Thus, for all j

|(xM)j | =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i∼j

Mijxi

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ |xi? |

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i∼j

Mij

∣∣∣∣∣∣
= |xi? |

In particular, this holds for j = i?, so the stretch of the maximum coordinate is at most 1 in
magnitude, upper bounding the magnitude of all eigenvalues.

Further, we can characterize the connectivity structure of G in terms of the eigenvalues.

Lemma 2.3. λ2 < 1 if and only if G is connected.

Proof. Define LG = I −M .1 Note that for a d-regular graph G,

LG =
1

d

∑
ij∈E

L{ij}.

Further, note that 〈xL{ij}, x〉 = (xi − xj)2. Trivally, we can rewrite M = I − LG. Thus, we can
write 〈xM, x〉 as

〈xM, x〉 = 〈x(I − LG), x〉

= ‖x‖2 − 1

d

∑
ij∈E

(xi − xj)2

By the variational definition of λi, we see that λi ≤ 1 − 1
d

∑
ij∈E(xi − xj)2. This means, to be

an eigenvector with eigenvalue 1, the value associated with every vertex must be equal in every
connected component of G. But we’ve already seen that the second eigenvector must be orthogonal
to ~1, i.e. the coordinates must sum to 0. Thus, if λ2 = 1, then there are at least two connected
components in G (associated with the positive and negative portions of x).

If G is disconnected, then it is clear that the uniform distribution on each component, signed and
weighted to sum to 0, is also an eigenvector with eigenvalue 1.

1LG is called the normalized Laplacian of G and is studied extensively in other contexts.
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A similar argument shows that we can assume |λn| < 1.

Lemma 2.4. If G has self-loops, then λn > −1 + Ω( 1
n).

Proof. Define NG = I +M . As above, this means

NG =
1

d

∑
ij∈E

N{ij}

and that 〈xN{ij}, x〉 = (xi + xj)
2. Thus, we rewrite 〈xM, x〉 as follows.

〈xM, x〉 = 〈x(N − I), x〉

=
1

d

∑
ij∈E

(xi + xj)
2 − ‖x‖2

Because G has self-loops and ‖x‖ = 1, then there is at least one term in the sum that contributes
Ω( 1

n) (associated with some (xi + xi)
2). Thus, λn > −1 + Ω( 1

n).

With these lemmas in hand, we are ready to prove Claim 2.1. In what follows, we let

λ = max {λ2, |λn|} .

Proof of Claim 2.1. Consider any v ≥ 0 such that ‖v‖1 = 1. Because v is a probability distribution,
we can write it in its eigendecomposition as

v = u+ α2x2 + . . . αnxn.

Then, using the above lemmas, we can see that repeatedly multiplying a vector with M will converge
to u.

vMT = (u+ α2x2 + . . .+ αnxn)MT

= u+ λT2 α2x2 + . . .+ λTnαnxn

≤ u+ λT (α2x2 + . . .+ αnxn)

= u+ o(1)

That is, because λ < 1, then as T → +∞, the terms orthogonal to u go to 0. �

This shows that in the limit, the random walk on a connected d-regular graph with self-loops
converges to the uniform distribution. To track the progress towards the stationary distribution,
we define the spectral gap γ = 1−λ. Note that if we take T = γ ln 1

ε , then we can see the difference
from u drops below ε.

λT = (1− γ)γ ln
1
ε ≤ e− ln 1

ε = ε

Thus, what remains to prove Claim 2.2 is to bound the spectral gap.

Lemma 2.5. For all connected d-regular graphs with self-loops, γ ≥ 1
d2n2 .
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Proof. We’ve already bounded the gap for λn from −1 by Ω( 1
n), so we only have to bound the gap

for λ2 from 1. By our earlier observations about λ2,

γ = min
x:‖x‖=1

x⊥~1

1

d

∑
ij∈E

(xi − xj)2.

Because we know that ‖x‖ = 1 and that x⊥~1, we know that there exists some coordinates i, j such
that |xi| ≥ 1√

n
and xixj < 0 (i.e. xi and xj have opposite signs). We consider the path in G from

i to j and show that the sum of squared differences in x along this path must be sufficiently large.
Let π be the path from i to j. Suppose π is of length `; we will write π : [` + 1] → [n] to be the
mapping from k to the kth vertex on the path.

1√
n
≤ |xi − xj |

=
∣∣xπ(0) − xπ(1) + xπ(1) − xπ(2) + . . .+ xπ(`−1) − xπ(`)

∣∣
≤
∣∣xπ(0) − xπ(1)∣∣+

∣∣xπ(1) − xπ(2)∣∣+ . . .+
∣∣xπ(`−1) − xπ(`)∣∣

=
`−1∑
i=0

√
1 ·
√

(xπ(i) − xπ(i+1))2

≤
√
D

√∑
ij∈E

(xi − xj)2

where D is the diameter of the graph, and the two inequalities follow from the triangle inequality
and Cauchy-Schwarz, respectively. This means, we can bound

∑
ij∈E(xi−xj)2 ≥ 1

nD . As D cannot
be more than the number of edges in the graph, we obtain the desired inequality by substituting
D ≤ dn.

γ =
1

d

∑
ij∈E

(xi − xj)2 ≥
1

d2n2

To recap, this completes the proofs of Claims 2.1 and 2.2, thus, establishing that our randomized
algorithm will answer correctly when s and t are connected with probability at least 1/2. The
algorithm needs to store the names of a constant number of vertices and count a polynomial
number of steps; thus, we have shown that Undirected st-Connectivity is in RL.

3 The Complexity of st-Connectivity

st-Connectivity feels like a very simple question about graphs – one that we learned to solve using
exhaustive search techniques, like BFS and DFS, that run in polynomial (even linear) time in our
first algorithms class. So, beyond giving a good example of a space-bounded algorithm, why are we
revisiting the connectivity question in an advanced theory course? It turns out that st-Connectivity
is not only a procedure you might want to run on, say, a social network graph, but actually captures
all of space-bounded computation.
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Theorem 3.1. Directed st-Connectivity is NL-Complete.

More generally, any space S(n) nondeterministic computation can be expressed as a connectivity
problem on a graph of size 2O(S(n)).

Proof Sketch. Directed st-Connectivity can be solved in NL simply by guessing the next step in the
st-path for at most n steps. To see NL-Hardness, consider computation on a single-tape TM M
that uses at most S(n) space. Let the configuration graph Γ be the graph whose vertices are given

by V = {0, 1}S(n), representing the tape configurations possible throughout the computation, and

E =
{

(x, x′) : there exits a transition from configuration x to configuration x′
}
.

Now the question of whether M accepts on input x is simply asking if there is a path from the
initial configuration 〈x〉 to the 〈accept〉 configuration.

Many complexity theorists believe that L 6= NL (though, this is less agreed upon than P 6= NP).
This belief suggests that there may not be any deterministic logspace algorithm for Directed st-
Connectivity. That said, there is an algorithm that uses O(log2 n) memory.

Theorem 3.2 (Savitch’s Theorem). Directed st-Connectivity ∈ SPACE[O(log2 n)].

Again, this result is not unique to logspace, but more generally shows that space S(n) nondetermin-
istic computation can be simulated in O(S(n)2) space on a deterministic machine. An immediate
corollary is that PSPACE = NPSPACE.

Proof Sketch. Consider the following algorithm that takes G, s, t as well as k, the number of steps
on a path from s to t. From vertex s, run over all possible midpoints v such that s → v and
v → t in G; recurse on (G, s, v, dk/2e) and (G, v, t, bk/2c) and accept if some midpoint results in
two acceptances. In the trivial cases when k = 0 or 1, accept if and only if s = t or is reachable
by a direct edge, respectively. Since we start with k = n, there will be log n levels of recursion
and at each level, we must remember O(log n) bits to maintain state of the algorithm. Thus, the
algorithm requires O(log2 n) space.

This is the state of the art for solving Directed st-Connectivity. Undirected st-Connectivity, how-
ever, can be solved in logspace, even deterministically.

Theorem 3.3 (Reingold ’04). Undirected st-Connectivity ∈ L.

Undirected st-Connectivity was known to be complete for the complexity class SL, so an immediate
corollary is that L = SL. In this lecture, we saw a randomized logspace algorithm for Undirected
st-Connectivity, proving that the problem is in RL. The deterministic algorithm for Undirected
st-Connectivity can be seen as a derandomization of this algorithm. We will cover the determin-
istic algorithm later in the class. A major open question in complexity theory is whether every
randomized logspace algorithm can be derandomized – that is whether L = RL.
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